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Abstract 
 

Objective of this research is 1) to develop computer-assisted lessons on programming with 
Python. Technology Grade 2 with an effective 80/80 criterion 2) to compare students' learning 
achievement before and after class with computer-assisted lessons on programming with Python. 
Technology Mathayomsuksa 2 and 3) to study students' satisfaction with computer-assisted learning 
about programming in Python. Technology Secondary school year 2 developed by the researcher The 
sample used in this research was Mathayom Suksa 2/10 students at Sichomphusuksa School. Khon 
Kaen Provincial Administrative Organization In the first semester of the academic year 2020, 32 
students were obtained using Cluster Random Sampling.The research tools were 1) Computer-aided 
lessons on programming with Python 2). There were 30 4-choice choices for the achievement test, 
which had a classification power ranging from 0.22 to 0.78, and the confidence in the whole version 
was 0.85. Computer teaching aids It was a 5-level estimation scale model with a discriminant power 
ranging from 0.34 to 0.75 with a total confidence value of 0.84. The statistics used for data analysis 
were percentage, mean, standard deviation. And the Dependent Sample t-test. The results were as 
follows. 

 1. Computer-Aided Lessons Teach Programming in Python Technology Secondary school 
year 2 had the efficiency 87.03 / 84.90 meeting the set criteria. 

2. The students had significantly higher post-study achievement at the .01 level, which was 
based on the hypothesis. 

3. The students who studied with computer-assisted lessons were satisfied with the overall 
computer-assisted instruction at the most satisfactory level. Higher than the hypothesis set 
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In conclusion, the computer-assisted lesson on programming with Python. Technology The 
second grade of secondary education was developed with efficiency and effectiveness. Can be used 
for teaching and learning So that students can achieve their goals 

 
Keywords:  Computer-Aided Courseware, Development, Innovation 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

Advances in various fields of science Of the world affects social and economic changes of all 
countries, including Thailand Therefore, it is imperative to improve the national education curriculum, 
which is an important mechanism for the development of the country's educational quality in order to 
build Thai people to be good, intellectual, happy, capable, ready to compete and collaborate creatively 
in World stage From the National Education Act B.E. 2542, amended (No. 2) B.E. 2545, amended 
(No. 3), B.E. 2553 and the amendment (No. 4), B.E. 2562 together with Related Ministerial 
Regulations and the Compulsory Education Act, Chapter 4 Educational Management Guidelines, 
Section 42 states that the education management must be based on the principle that all learners have 
the ability to learn and develop themselves. And considered the students to be most important The 
educational process must encourage learners to develop naturally. And full potential, Section 24 (5) 
said that encouraging teachers Able to organize the atmosphere, environment, learning media and 
facilitate the learners to learn. And have knowledge You can also use research as part of the learning 
process. However, teachers and students may learn along the way. From various types of teaching and 
learning media, Section 66 states that learners have the right to develop their ability to use technology 
for educational media in the pursuit of knowledge on their own. Continuously throughout life 
(Ministry of Education, 2010: 9-15) 

From the third round of quality assessment report (2011-2015), basic education level Pink 
school education Khon Kaen Provincial Administrative Organization concluded that the 
Sichomphusuksa School The study results were at a fair level. 1 indicator was indicator 5, the learning 
achievement of the learners. By suggesting that the learners have a serious and continuous 
development of academic achievement By analyzing the results of post-teaching recordings and 
conducting remedial teaching to improve learners' learning Bring innovative learning materials and 
modern information technology of all forms to participate in teaching and learning management. 
Including conducting research in the classroom to develop learners in all subject groups Especially the 
subject matter learning Thai language, mathematics, arts, foreign languages And the subject of science 
learning (Office for Educational Standards and Quality Assessment, 2015: 3-6) 

Nowadays, computer-assisted teaching lessons have been widespread in the education 
industry. Teachers have applied computer-assisted lessons to be used in teaching and learning. This 
can be considered as one of the educational materials that generate interest for the learners because of 
the colors, pictures and sounds, the students can interact with the computer. It is also useful for lessons 
that are difficult to understand. Make learners understand the lessons more clearly and clearly In 
addition, learners are able to study by themselves both during and outside school hours. Learners who 
are able to learn slowly can also review their knowledge and build their own understanding. Using 
computer-assisted lessons in the lessons will enable learners to learn from various, modern and 
interesting media, which are beneficial for learning in that subject (Sukon Sinthapanon, 2015: 71). 

From the aforementioned problematic conditions Therefore, the researcher has an idea to 
develop computer-assisted lessons. By the researcher expected that Computer-assisted lessons Which 
is a multimedia lesson Contain picture Animation, sound, quiz, complete content. Will be able to build 
knowledge Understanding to learners This will bring about the student achievement in programming 
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with Python. Technology Secondary school Pink school education Khon Kaen Provincial 
Administrative Organization rise 

 
 

2. Methods 
 

This research It is a quasi-experimental research. (Quasi-experimental Research) to develop 
and find efficiency computer-assisted lessons on programming with Python. Technology Mathayom 
Suksa 2, the researcher organizes teaching by allowing learners to take a test before studying. And 
study with computer-assisted lessons During the study, students were able to complete the worksheet 
and then take a post-test for each of the 14 computer-assisted lessons for each subject, totaling 150 
points, and then use the scores to find the performance value. And asked students to measure student 
satisfaction with computer-assisted learning lessons. 
 Statistics used in data analysis 
The data analysis is divided into 4 parts, with data analysis method and statistical methods as follows. 
 1. Statistics used to find the quality of the tool. 

 1.1 Academic achievement test Determination of content fidelity using IOC (Index of 
Item Objective Congruence) formula (Phachoen Kitrakarn, 2011: 119-120) Criterion-based analysis 
of the study achievement test. Individual exam using criterion-based analysis method. Of Brennan 
(Boonchom Srisa-at, 2015: 87) and the confidence (Reliability) Using the method of Loveth 
(Boonchom Srisa-at, 2015: 93) 

 1.2 Statistics used to analyze the quality of the study satisfaction survey The accuracy of 
the measurement model was determined by using the IC (Item of Congruence) formula Phachoen 
Kitrakarn 2011: 119-120). Calculated using Pearson's simple correlation formula (Sombat 
Tairueakam, 2012: 93) and the confidence in a study satisfaction scale. Which is an approximate scale 
using Cronbach's Alpha Coefficient (Aft Properties, 2012: 95). 

2. Basic statistics to find percentages (Boonchom Srisa-at, 2015: 101), mean (Boonchomsri 
Sa-san, 2015: 103) and standard deviation (Boonchom Srisa-at, 2015: 103). 

3. Finding the effectiveness of computer assisted instruction By finding the efficiency E1 / E2 
(Phachoen Kitrakarn, 2011: 44-45) 

4. Comparison of academic scores before and after study Using statistics for independent 
testing (Dependent Sample t-test, Leng Saiyot and Angkhana Saiyot, 2010: 119-120). 
 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
 

Computer-Aided Lessons Teach Programming in Python Technology Grade 2 has an 
efficiency of 87.03 / 84.90, which means The computer-assisted courseware resulted in an average of 
87.02% of learners' learning during learning and an average efficiency of 84.90% of the learner's 
performance change, indicating that the developed computer-assisted courseware had higher results 
than the 80/80 (Face Business, 2011: 44–45) This is because the computer-assisted instruction that the 
researcher has created through Process of Curriculum Analysis, Basic Education Core, BE 2551, 
School Curriculum Analysis. Analyze course descriptions Metrics to define test content and have been 
peer reviewed by experts to determine the content quality and suitability of educational technology 
measurement. In addition, it relied on the principles of computer-assisted lesson design according to 
the correct methods and procedures (Chaiyos Ruengsuwan, 2011: 161-166), divided into 5 steps: 
analysis, design, lesson development. Implementation / experiment And evaluation and improvement 
There is a building process that has been validated. Both in terms of language usage Structured formats 
for each type of media from content experts. Learning media And the measure of results was improved 
before being used with non-sample students in the experiment. And the samples used in the actual 
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experiment. And because the computer-assisted lessons are designed for ease of use can be run from 
a CD-ROM or an icon on the screen. Where students can learn and set activities by themselves. 
Students can learn according to their abilities and get immediate feedback. And can repeat lessons 
often Anchalee Srimuang (2016: 636-646) developed the learning achievement of Mathayomsuksa 1 
students studying with computer-assisted lessons. Hardware matters The research results were found 
that The computer assisted instruction has an efficiency of 82.00/81.67 according to the set criteria 
80/80 in line with Nuttachon Napho-on (2017: 58-60). Mobile device for creating applications on the 
Android operating system. The research results were found that The computer-assisted lessons were 
effective as 81.20/81.81, which is higher than the established criteria. It is also in line with Benjamas 
Nantasukon (2018: 49-52) has developed a computer-assisted lesson on how to use a program to 
propose the maintenance method of computer equipment. For the third grade students, the results of 
the research were The computer-assisted instruction has an efficiency of 81.67/83.91, which meets the 
criteria set 80/80. In addition, it is consistent with Pornthip Tongtidram (2018: 38-40) has developed 
computer-assisted lessons on the use of scrambled programs. Ach For Mathayomsuksa 1 students, the 
results of the research were Computer-assisted instruction has an efficiency of 84.81/80.15 based on 
the above research results, it is believed that the computer-assisted courseware affects learners' 
learning in a way that has been developed so they can be used in learning management. Know 
effectively Computer-assisted teaching on how to use the scratch program. For Mathayomsuksa 1 
students, the results of the research were Computer-assisted instruction has an efficiency of 
84.81/80.15 based on the above research results, it is believed that computer-assisted courseware 
affects learners' learning in a way that has been developed and can be used in learning management.  

Students had a statistically significant increase in post-study achievement from pre-study at 
the .01 level, in line with the assumptions established. This is because computer-assisted teaching 
lessons Can present both slides and movies to convey. Content or knowledge contained in the lesson. 
And complete step-by-step teaching and learning activities are organized taking into account 
individual differences.Learners can learn according to their needs. And have the opportunity to 
practice various skills Or studying in a subject that they do not understand repeatedly without 
hindering their classmates, especially when used in the teaching of computer courses, which require 
practice and practice Apply in daily life and study at a higher level. In addition, the students learn in a 
sequence of steps from easy to difficult. Which can study according to their interests, aptitudes and 
abilities Which is in line with Anchalee Srimuang (2016: 636-646), developed the learning 
achievement of Mathayomsuksa 1 students studying with computer-assisted instruction. Hardware 
matters The research results were found that The learning achievement of the learner who took the 
computer-assisted instruction was significantly higher than before studying at the .01 level and in line 
with Pornthip Tongtidram (2018: 38-40). On the use of scratch programs For Mathayomsuksa 1 
students, the results of the research were The achievement of the students after class was significantly 
higher than before studying at the .01 level. For this reason, the learning achievement of the computer-
assisted learner learners was higher, which was in line with the objective of the study.  

The students who studied with the computer-assisted lessons were the most satisfied with the 
overall computer-assisted instruction, indicating that the students were satisfied with the computer-
assisted lessons. Because the computer-assisted lessons are responsive and interesting. There are 
interactions between students and computers. (Interactive) resulting in an interesting lesson while 
students can repeat more often. As needed, learning progress is shown periodically It stimulates 
knowledge, memory and attention and makes students a fun and enjoyable learning experience. Which 
is in line with Thunrada Sukruam (2018: 94-95) has developed a computer-assisted lesson on poetry 
and poetry in the Thai language course. For Mathayomsuksa 1 students, the results of the research 
were The students were at the highest level of satisfaction with computer-assisted learning. And in 
accordance with Siriwan Kaewcharan (2561: 42-43) has developed computer-assisted lessons Thai 
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language learning subjects about words for grade 4 students. The students were at the highest level of 
satisfaction with computer-assisted learning. 

 
 
4. Conclusions 
 

1. Computer-Aided Lessons Teach Programming in Python Technology Secondary school 
year 2 had the efficiency 87.03/84.90 meeting the set criteria. 

2. The students had significantly higher post-study achievement at the .01 level, which was 
based on the hypothesis. 

3. The students who studied with computer-assisted lessons were satisfied with the overall 
computer-assisted instruction at the most satisfactory level. Higher than the hypothesis set 
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	[6]
	Physical Appearance
	Soifah is considered a beautiful woman as observed from during the offering of Soi Thong and Soifah to Somdej Phra Phanwasa and His Highness examined the look of Soifah as outlined in the statement below.
	งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	เพราพริ้งเพรียวเหลือดังเรือแข่ง  กล้องแกล้งพายจิบก็เจียนล่ม
	ดูริมฝีปากบางลูกคางกลม  เห็นลาดเลาเจ้าคารมเป็นมั่นคง
	[6]
	Distinctive Behaviors
	The distinctive behaviors of Soifah are irritable and grumpy, vindictive, and jealousy as judged by His Highness Phra Phanwasa in the statement below.
	แล้วผินพักตร์มาพิศเจ้าสร้อยฟ้า  ดูจริตกิริยากระตุ้งกระติ้ง
	ท่าทางท่วงทีก็ดีจริง    จะเสียอยู่แต่สักสิ่งด้วยรายงอน
	หูตากลอกกลมคมคายเหลือ   พิศแล้วเบื่อดูได้แต่ร่อนร่อน
	จะเปรียบก็เหมือนอย่างนางละคร   งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	[6]
	Another distinctive characteristic of Soifah is bad-tempered as when His Highness Phra Phanwasa royally presented her to marry Phra Wai. When she reached the house of Phra Wai and saw the wedding ceremony of Phra Wai and Srimala, she felt dissatisfi...
	เจ้าสร้อยฟ้าถึงบ้านแหวกม่านมอง  เห็นผัวเมียเขาประคองขันข้าวใส่
	ให้เคืองขุ่นงุ่นง่านทะยานใจ   แล้วกัดฟันมั่นไว้ไม่วุ่นวาย
	[6]
	The author created the character Soifah, the princess of Chiang Mai King, who has a beautiful face but is irritable, bad-tempered and furious.
	Causes of Pressure in Becoming Villain
	Khun Chang Khun Phaen is recognized by the literature club as perfect in literary arts and its story reflects traditions, rituals, superstition, politics, government, way of life of people in society from birth to death. Nowadays, a great number of ...
	The female character against the ideal found in Khun Chang Khun Phaen is, for example, Nang Lao Thong, the daughter of Saen Khamman, head of Ban Jomthong, Chiang Thong City. She plays the role of Plai Kaew's wife when Plai Kaew raised his army to fi...
	ชิชะถ้อยคำอีลาวดอน   แง่งอนไม่น้อยร้อยภาษา
	งาช้างเนื้อไม้มึงได้มา    กูจะเกณฑ์ช้างงาออกไปรับ
	เจ้าลาวทองก็มิต้องลงเดินดิน   จะให้ขึ้นแคร่บินมาหยับหยับ
	ให้เขาชมโฉมนางอยู่กลางทัพ   ผลัดกันรับคานหามมาตามทาง
	[6]
	The insult of Wanthong shows her disrespect for Lao Thong as being Lao ethnic. For the Ayutthaya people, Lanna are people of different ethnic groups. Wanthong's verbal insults show the view of the urban people's attitude towards marginalized people....
	Soifah is a pretty lady as seen when she was presented to His Highness Phra Phanwasa, and His Highness commented on her appearance as shown in the statement below.
	งามงอนอ้อนแอ้นบั้นเอวกลม
	เพราพริ้งเพรียวเหลือดังเรือแข่ง   กล้องแกล้งพายจิบก็เจียนล่ม
	ดูริมฝีปากบางลูกคางกลม   เห็นลาดเลาเจ้าคารมเป็นมั่นคง
	[6]
	Soifah is the wife of Phra Wai, a daughter of Chiang Mai King and Nang Apson Sumalee, royally presented wife that Phra Phanwasa bestowed upon Phra Wai who was praised for winning the war against Chiang Mai. However, Phra Wai already had a wife, Srim...
	พลายชุมพลจึงว่าพี่สร้อยฟ้า   ทำขนมเบื้องหนาเหมือนแป้งจี่
	พระไวยตอบว่าหนาหนาดี   ทองประศรีว่ากูไม่เคยพบ
	ลาวทำขนมเบื้องผิดเมืองไทย   แผ่นผ้อยมันกระไรดังต้นกบ
	แซะม้วนเข้ามาเท่าขากบ   พลายชุมพลดิ้นหลบหัวร่อไป
	[6]
	หรือตอนที่นางศรีประจันโต้แย้งกับนางสร้อยฟ้า นางศรีมาลาก็ได้ด่าทองดูถูกนางสร้อยฟ้าดังความว่า
	ท่านย่าว่าเหม่มาเปรียบเปรย   เหวยอีลาวปากคอมันหนักหนา
	ก็เพราะมึงอึงฉาวอีลาวโลน   ร้องตะโกนก้องบ้านอีคานหัก
	[6]
	As Sri Prachan negatively discriminated Soifah during the baking competition about her ethnic origin. She felt deprived about this discrimination behaviors by Phra Wai’s family, she thus became furious and acted inappropriately in front of the elder...
	สร้อยฟ้าได้ฟังคุณย่าด่า  โมโหโกรธาหาเหือดไม่
	คันปากอยากจะว่าให้สาใจ   บ่นพิไรร่ำว่าน้ำตานอง
	………………………………… ……………………………..
	ทองประศรีด่าฉาวอีลาวดง  มาแผดส่งเสียงร้องอยู่จ้าจ้า
	ผลักเด็กจนกระเด็นเห็นแก่ตา   เป็นหนึ่งว่ากูแกล้งพาโลเอา
	[6]
	An insult for unskilled cooking and racial discrimination for being Lao ethnic from different society and culture and race fuels a lot of pressure in Soifah’s mind because she was not welcome to the family by family members as well as her husband. T...
	Distinctive Characteristics of Soifah Disagreeing with Idealism
	The conflicts stimulating Soifah’s offensive behavior antagonistic to the female ideal resulted from being insulted as a marginalized person, conflict and jealousy of her husband over triad marriage affairs. These factors cause Soifah unfavorable ac...
	Soifah's malignant behavior was her aggression towards Srimala, aggressive actions towards Grandma Thongprasri, furious actions towards Phra Wai, jealousy and envious thoughts, fighting and assaulting Srimala, planning revenge by using seductive blac...
	1. Aggressive Behavior towards Phra Wai
	The causes of malignant behavior towards Phra Wai resulted from Soifah’s antagonistic behaviors against the norms of the society as she did not perform the role and duty of a decent wife but demonstrating controversy arguing with her husband's elders ...
	อุเหม่อุเหม่อีแสนงอน   ช่างมาร่อนเสียงร้องออกเร่าเร่า
	เขาถามกันก็กลับเข้ารับเอา   กูรู้เท่ามึงอยู่สิ้นทุกสิ่งอัน
	แต่ต่อหน้ายังกล้ามาขึ้นเสียง   ลับหลังใครจะเถียงได้หรือนั่น
	อีแสนงอนค่อนว่าสารพัน   ใครจะทันมึงเล่าเจ้ามารยา
	[6]
	The motive driving Soifah’s aggressive behavior and furious arguing with Phra Wai is considered an innate malignancy because Soifah’s personality is irritable and when she does not get what she wants, she is quickly upset and shows offensive behavio...
	Consequently, due to her misbehaved actions, Soifah was punished with flogging. This was considered not guilty in the past as the husband could punish and teach his wife.
	2. Jealousy and envious thoughts
	The beaten by Phra Wai causes Soifah a tension within her mind, and the feeling of becoming a loser in silent as the statement said “จะต้องมุดตัวเร้นเป็นเรือดไร” [6] or “ครั้งนี้เห็นทีจะฝืดเคืองใครเลยจะกระเตื้องให้คืนตรา [6] She could not even rely ...
	………………………….  ยิ่งคิดก็ยิ่งมีความโกรธา
	กลุ้มกลัดขัดแค้นให้เคืองใจ   ด้วยพระไวยผัวรักเป็นนักหนา
	เชื่อถ้อยฟังคำศรีมาลา    มันยุยงเจียนฆ่าให้ม้วยมุด
	[6]
	As Soifah’s was so resented with Phra Wai and Srimala, she thought about revenge “จะแก้แค้นแทนทนในครั้งนี้” [5] by means of using black charming magic in a conspiracy with Monk Kwad to seduce Phra Wai to love her and instead hate Shimala. This actio...
	As Soifah’s was so resented with Phra Wai and Srimala, she thought about revenge “จะแก้แค้นแทนทนในครั้งนี้” [5] by means of using black charming magic in a conspiracy with Monk Kwad to seduce Phra Wai to love her and instead hate Shimala. This actio...
	3. Planning revenge by using black magic charm, using the wickedness to provoke Phra Wai to beat Srimala, thought of murdering Srimala
	Soifah was in the situation of two women and one husband, unaccepted by family members, racial discrimination, Phra Wai unequal love to her comparing to Srimala. Soifah thus must use supernatural power - the black magic charm that seduces the husban...
	The fact that the husband disfavored Soifah while preferred Srimala, the major wife, to her and Soifah wanted acceptance from the husband, brought back her love, and desire to revenge Srimala. The villain thoughts Soifah were shown below.
	ข้าคิดแล้วนางไหมอย่าได้พรั่น   ขยี้มันให้เป็นแป้งระแนงผง
	..........................................   ........................................
	เล่าความตามเข็ญที่เป็นมา   แม้นเถรขวาดนับหน้าอย่านอนใจ
	จงเห็นแก่พระปิ่นเชียงอินท์นั้น   ผ่อนผันแก้แค้นให้จงได้
	จะให้ทองห้าตำลึงให้ถึงใจ   ตัวเอ็งก็จะให้ถึงส่วนกัน ฯ
	[6]
	Once Phra Wai was seduced by black magic charm and totally fell in love with Soi Fah. She showed villain and wickedness behaviors by provoking Phra Wai to beat Srimala as shown in the statement below.
	ศรีมาลากำลังยกพานผ้า   สร้อยฟ้าแกล้งเสียดเบียดถลัน
	ทำเซซวนม้วนล้มลงฉับพลัน   เออกระนั้นสิคะหม่อมเจ้าจอมดู
	[6]
	In addition, Soifah thought of murdering Srimala by ambushing Srimala. The motive driving Soifah thinking about murdering Srimala was fear of being caught in using black magic charm on Phra Wai.
	Therefore, Soifah showed the viciousness by hiring hitmen to ambush, injure and kill Srimala as the statement shown below.
	เอ็งเร่งหาข้าเราสักสิบคน   เตรียมตนให้พร้อมด้อมออกไป
	คอยดักอีศรีมาลาไปรับทัพ   เอ็งจับฆ่าเสียให้จงได้
	หยิบเงินห้าชั่งให้ดังใจ    เอ็งอย่าให้มันรับกันกลับมา ฯ
	[6]
	However, the ambush attack was not successful and Srimala was safe because Srimala has a spirit ghost whom Khun Phaen had given to her for protection. She thus survived safely and carried out the journey to meet with Khun Phaen and Phlai Chumpon to ...
	4. Malicious Behavior
	After Soifah returned to Chiang Mai, all conflicts could have been ended. But Soifah was still so upset with a vengeful spirit towards Plai Chumphon as he caught her using black magic charm as shown in the statement below.
	ครานั้นสร้อยฟ้ามารศรี   ฟังเถนยินดีหัวเราะร่า
	ด้วยอาฆาตชุมพลแต่ไรมา   พอเถรว่าก็เหมือนเกาเข้าที่คัน
	ถ้าคุณฆ่าอ้ายชุมพลคนนี้ได้   จะขอบคุณเหมือนให้ไปสวรรค์
	[6]
	In summary, the malignant behaviors outlined above could be concluded that Soifah still had a vengeful spirit, thinking of hurting others which is a malignancy occured deeply within the mind. This showed that Soifah's role in Khun Chang Khun Phaen h...
	9. Discussion
	The study of Soifah, the female villain whose distinctive characters disagree with the ideal in Thai novel - Khun Chang Khun Phaen, in regard to demographic background and root of malignant behaviors indicated problematic or unfavorable behaviors di...
	10. Recommendations
	The character analysis results of Soifah, which is a representative image of the villain, whose distinctive characteristics disagree with the ideal in Thai novel - Khun Chang Khun Phaen, clearly illustrate whether the behavior is appropriate or inap...
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